The present work is concerned with extending still further these results of Sargent by introducing a more general definitions of absolute continuity for the nth derivatives. It also introduces an approximate P n -integral which generalizes the P n -integral of James and Bullen. 
1* Definitions and notations* Let / be defined and finite in some neighborhood
and a l9 a 2f a n are finite and independent of x but depends on x 0 only, then a r is called the rth Peano derivative (also called rth de la Vallee Poussin derivative [4] ) of / at x 0 and is denoted by / r (a? 0 ) From the definition it follows that if f n (x Q ) exists, then f r (x 0 ) exists for 0 ^ r ^ n. Also if the ordinary nth. derivative f {n) (x 0 ) exists then f n (x 0 ) exists and equals f in) (x 0 ) and so fr(x 0 ) also exists and equals f (r) (x 0 ) for 0 ^ r ^ n. The converse is true only for n -1.
Let us suppose that f n (x 0 ) exists. Then the upper and the lower (n + l)th Peano derivative of / at x 0 are defined to be the upper and the lower limits of (1) (2) h + as x -* x 0 and will be denoted by f n+ι (x Q ) and f n+ι (x 0 ) respectively. Further, by restricting x suitably one can define one sided Peano derivatives of / at x 0 and denoted by fϊ +1 (x 0 Let us suppose that f n exists on a set E<z. [a, 6] . Then / is said to be ACl below (resp. above), written ACl (resp. ACl) on E if for every ε > 0 there is a δ > 0 such that Σ^O i, &i) > -e (resp. Σ &»{(*>&) < for every sequence of non overlapping intervals {(α, , 6^} whose end points are in E and
If / is both ACl and AC* on £7 then / is said to be ACl on E. It is clear from the definition that / is ACl on E iff for every ε > 0 there is δ > 0 such that Σ for every sequence of non overlapping intervals {(α { , & { )} with end points in ί/ and
The function / is said to be AC n G* below (resp. above) written AC n G* (resp. AC n G*) on E if E can be expressed as a countable union of sets on each of which / is AC* (resp. ACt). The function / is AC n G* on E if E is a countable union of sets on each of which / is AC*. Clearly / is AC % G* on E iff / is both ACjG* and AC^G* on i?. We shall use the notation [AC n G*] etc. instead of AG n G* etc. to mean that the set E can be expressed as a countable union of closed sets on each of which / is ACZ. For a function / to be AC, AC* etc. on a set E we refer to the definition given in [7] . Since f n is the function / when n -0, AC 0 * is the same as AC* and AC Q G* is the same as ACG* in [7] The function / is AC below (resp. above) written AC (resp. AC) on I? if for every ε > 0 there is δ > 0 such that
for every sequence of non overlapping intervals {(<&*&*)} whose end points are in E and 
Since / Λ satisfies the mean value property [5] there are points ζ { and f{ in (α, , δj such that Hence from (2.1)
whenever the intervals {(a i9 b t )} satisfy (2.2). This shows that f n is AC on E.
So, sup #" = sup / Λ -ikf = 0. Also ^ is ACt on ί7 and hence by the above argument g n is AC on £7. Since g n = f n -M, f n is AC on JE7.
LEMMA 2. Let f be defined in [α, δ] and let f n exist on the closure E of a set Ed [a, b] . If f is ACt on E then f is ACt on E.
For proof we refer to an analogous Lemma of Sargent [8] .
LEMMA 3. Let f be defined in [a, b] and let f H (c) and f n {d) exist where a ^ c < d rg b. Then
where K is a constant depending on n only.
Proof. As in [8] 
Denoting by Σ (+) the summation over the terms in the right hand side of (2.5) for which e n (c, c + rh) -e n (d, d -rh) is positive and by Σ (~} for which it is negative and noticing that
The other inequality can be similarly proved. , 6] . Iff is AC* on E then f is absolutely continuous on E. LEMMA [α, b] and let f n exist on a closed set Ed [a, b] . Iff is ACS on E then there exists a function λ in [α, b] with the following property:
Let f be defined in
(i) X {n) exists and is continuous in [a, b] (ii) λ w is AC* on E, and
Proof. We define a function g in [α, b] such that g = f n on E and £ is linear and continuous in the closure of each contiguous intervals of E. Then since / is ACt on E, f n is absolutely continuous on E by Corollary 4, and hence g is continuous in [a, b] and is AC* on JB. Let X be the function obtained by taking the indefinite integral of g of order n in [α, 6] . Then λ satisfies the requirements (i), (ii) and X ίn) (x) -fjx) for x e E; the rest follows by an induction method due to Marcinkiewicz (Fund. Math. 27 (1937) , p. 48-50; see also [8] ). LEMMA 
The function X defined in Lemma 5 is AC* on E.
Proof. Let c and d, c < d, be any two points in E. Then for
Since X {n} is AC* on E by Lemma 5, it follows from (2.6) that λ is ACt on #.
LEMMA 7. 1/ / is a function of Baire class 1 in [a, b] then for any perfect set Pa [α, b] there is a portion of P on which f is bounded.
This follows from the fact that P contains a point of continuity of / relative to P. [a, b] then f is nondecreasing in [a, b] .
for every sequence of non overlapping intervals {(a if b { )} with the property 
say, such that μ(E -Qjxt, x'ή < δ i.e., 
Hence from (2.9) and (2.10)
Since ε > 0 is arbitrary, f(a) ^ f(b). Applying this argument to any subinterval, the proof is complete.
LEMMA 9. If f % is AC in [a, b] and /+ +1 ^ 0 almost everywhere in [α, b] [a, b] and let fi +1 ^ 0 almost everywhere in [a, b] . If P is any perfect set on [a, b] such that f n is nondecreasing on the complementary intervals of P, then there is an interval [I, m] containing points of P such that f n is nondecreasing in [I, m] . To complete the proof one is to apply the argument of Lemma 10.
3* Properties of generalized derivatives* THEOREM 12. Let f be defined in [a, b] and let f n exist on Ecz [a, b]. If f n+1 < oo on E then f is AC n G* on E.
Proof. For a positive integer r let E r denote the set of all points x of E such that (3.1) 0 < \t -x\ ^ -implies 6 *&> *\ < r .
We shall show that / is ~ACZ on each E ri . It is now easy to prove that / is ACi on each E ri .
The proof is completed by (3.2).
By using the analogue of Theorem 12 for AC n G* and the Corollary 4 we get with the help of the Denjoy-Hincin theorem [7, p. 223 (ίc) exists. By a routine calculation it can be shown that f n+1 (ξ) = λ (ίl+1) (f) holds w-henever f is a point of density of the set where X {n) and h a) exist finitely. This completes the proof. THEOREM 19. Let f be defined on [α, b] and let f be AG n G* on a measurable set Ed [a, b] . Then for almost all points x in E, f n+ί (x) and (/»)£p(ίB) exist finitely and equal each other.
Proof. There is a sequence of closed sets {F { } such that
Clearly for a fixed i, f is AC n G* on Fi and hence F t can be expressed as the union of a sequence of sets {F^} such that / is AC* on F iS for each j. By Lemma 2 / is ACt on the closure F i3 for each j. Since
By Theorem 18, f n+ι and (/ Λ )i P exist and equal each other at almost all points of F { . Hence the result follows from (3.3). . Let f be measurable on [α, 6] and let f n exist finitely on Ed [α, 6] and let (3.4) ~ oo </ Λ + 1^Λ + 1 < oo hold on E. Then for almost all points in E, f n+1 and (f n y ap exist finitely and equal each other.
Proof. Let G be the set of all points in [α, δ] where f n exists finitely and the relation (3.4) holds. Then it is sufficient to prove that for almost all points of G, f n+1 and (f n y ap exist finitely and equal each other.
Since
f n is measurable. In a similar manner it can be shown that/ %+1 and £ n+1 are measurable. So, the set G is measurable. Also by Corollary 13, / is AC n G* on G. So, applying Theorem 19, / n+1 and (f n )' ap exists finitely and equal each other at almost all points in G.
COROLLARY 21. Let f be measurable on [a, b] and let f n exist finitely on a set Ecz [a, b] . If for xeE, we have Corollary 20 sharpens a result of Zygmund [9, Vol. II, p. 77] that if the nth. derivative f n exists on a set E of positive measure, then for almost all x in E Corollary 21 offers a simple proof of Lemma 7 of Marcinkiewicz and Zygmund [4] with the aid of which they proved their very interesting main theorem. The original proof of their lemma is long and involves certain results in the theory of Fourier series and analytic functions. Here the proof depends only on the properties of generalized derivatives. The last result also sharpens another result of Zygmund [9, Vol. II, p. 76].
4. The P w -integraL The preceding results allow the P Λ -integral, [2, 3] to be defined in a method introduced by Ridder for the classical Perron integral, the case n = 1 of the P Λ -integral; [6] . Let / be a finite real valued function on [a, δ] Then a continuous function M is called a <^ "-major function of / if and only if (a) M r exists and is finite, l<Lr^n -l;
0,l£r£n-l. In a similar way ^"-minor functions can be defined and then by a standard procedure [2, 3, 6] , this leads to a definition of an integral of Perron type-the ^"-integral, say.
When n = 1 this reduces to Bidder's definition of the Perron integral, [6] , except that in (c) above Ridder uses ACG* below rather than [ACG*] below; however for continuous functions, the case of interest here, these two classes coincide so the two definitions are equivalent. Whether it is possible in general, n 7> 2, to use AC n _ x G* below rather than [AC^G*] below is an interesting open question; in particular is this weakening of the requirements of Theorem 16 possible?
The properties given in [2] for the P"-integral can be obtained in a similar manner for this new integral. However this is unnecessary since as we will see the two integrals are equivalent.
It follows from the above definition that the function / need only be finite, or indeed defined, almost everywhere. Both these corollaries follow using the arguments used in [2]; in particular Theorem 10 (c), (d) and Corollary 11 of [2] .
The following simple lemma that can be proved similarly for any integral of Perron type does not seem to have been proved before. Proof. The case n -1 is slightly different but the general proof can easily be adapted to this case; we assume then that n ^ 2.
From Corollary 23 every ^ "-major function M of / is w-convex and so M {n) exists almost everywhere, [1, Corollary 15] . Suppose that / > 0 on some set of positive measure then for some a 9 β, a<a<β < b and some k > 0, ε > 0 there is a set Aa [a, β] such that μ(A) > ε and x e A implies f(x) > k.
If M is any ^ "-major function of / then by Corollary 23, M is w-convex and so M {n) exists almost everywhere, [1, Corollary 15] . Let B = {x; M in) (x) Ξ> k}; then by (b) in the above definition of ^ "-major function AczB and so
However, since M is ^-convex, by Theorem 12 of [1] , we have that
But M can be chosen so that M(β) can be made arbitrarily small and so by Corollary 8 (b), [1] , the right-hand side of (4.2) can, by the right choice of M be made less than ε This contradiction of inequality (4.1) prove that f(x) ^ 0 almost everywhere.
In a similar way it can be shown that f(x) ^ 0 almost everywhere, which completes the proof. [α, ft] . (Due to hypothesis (c) of the ^"-major functions the proof here is easier as there is no need to appeal to either Lemma 21, [2], -Theorem 12 above, -or to Lemma 5, [8] .) By Theorem 18 above F n exists almost everywhere and so from the above definition, F n is DMntegrable with F as its indefinite D n -integral By part (a) above then F n is ^Mntegrable with F as its indefinite ^"-integral. Hence by Corollary 26, F n (x) = f{x) almost everywhere; that is to say, / is DMntegrable, and so PMntegrable with F its indefinite PMntegral; this completes the proof. The critical step in being able to construct an integral of Perron type is a result analogous to Lemma 22. As a result it is possible to vary the definition given above of major functions to obtain different wth order Perron integrals.
Firstly we could replace hypothesis (c) by Again appealing to Theorem 14, (noting that gi(x) ^ g n , a p(®) for all x) the analogue of Lemma 22 still holds; so in the usual way a new integral can be defined. The relation of this integral to the other integrals introduced here, and to the general Denjoy integral, when n = 1, will be taken up in a later paper.
